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1) MAIN FEATURES AGM View is a complete molecular viewer for use with the National Center for Biotechnology
Information (NCBI) BLAST server. It is similar in functionality and user interface to the NCBI's AUSTRALIS Molecular
Viewer, but has a totally different underlying DNA and protein sequence database. This enables the user to create

multiple sequences, search through sequences and evaluate sequence results. The AGM View main window
provides some basic geometry editing options and a standard menu. 2) USER INTERFACE A. Opening a sequence

file i. AGM View can open FASTA and all BLAST sequence files from the NCBI ftp server. Up to 100 file types can be
selected. ii. AGM View can open sequences in the “AGM View queue”, or sequences in the current directory or a
folder/files selected from a menu. iii. AGM View can “open” a sequence in view of the query DNA or the query

protein from a BLAST search. iv. If an AGM View session file is loaded, it will be opened instead of the current file.
B. Searching through sequence databases i. AGM View can search any available database by submitting a query

sequence(s). ii. The database can be searched by a FASTA or BLAST search. The results can be sorted by the score
or by any keyword field. iii. Search results are listed in the AGM View main window. A keyword search can be made
through the results, and the selected search results can be “opened” (displayed in the AGM View main window). A
different “AGM View screen shot” can be displayed, and the sequence with the selected match can be “closed”,
and the AGM View sequence file loaded. iv. If the query sequence is in the AGM View queue, this will display the
search results directly to the queue. 2) SELECTIVE OPTIONS AVAILABLE See also i. AGM View main window menu.

ii. The “Close” button opens the selected sequence. iii. The “Refresh” button is used to select a different sequence
for the current AGM View window. A different AGM View window can be selected by clicking

AGM View

AGM View supports most common molecular visualization tools such as Molecule Viewer and MOLCAD, and DRAWit
program. AGM View also provides convenient interface to commonly used tools, such as ToC/StrucDrawer. AGM
View is a 3D molecular viewer, which allows users to view and edit the 3D molecular models and connect them

together using bonding methods. It was designed to be a quick and easy application to view and manipulate the
3D structures and properties of molecules and their biological macromolecular complexes. AGM View Features:

AGM View: Possibility of viewing and analyzing molecular models in terms of 3D orientation and general geometry
Possibility of translating, rotating, mirroring and scaling molecules Possibility of changing the color of atoms and

bonds Possibility of viewing and editing molecular models Possibility of editing ligands by means of docking
Possibility of adding/deleting link chains between molecules Possibility of finding 3D neighbors for a single

molecule. Possibility of viewing ligands and/or receptor molecules in terms of 3D geometry Possibility of analyzing
the geometry of molecules and molecular complexes in terms of 3D orientation, torsions, bonds, distances, angles
Possibility of viewing hydrogen bonds and stacking interactions of molecules Connecting molecules together using
bonding methods (Eclipses, H-Bonding, Van der Waals, Ligand/Receptor, Tethering). Possibility of detecting ligand

and receptor sites on a single molecule Possibility of detecting active sites of enzymes (receptors) on a single
molecule[A case of solitary plasmacytoma of the kidney with concomitant multiple myeloma]. A 79-year-old male
was referred to our hospital for evaluation of renal tumor in February, 2001. Abdominal CT showed a large mass
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(about 10 cm in diameter) occupying the right renal pelvis, and there was no abnormal lesion in other organs.
Abdominal CT scan in September, 2001 revealed that the tumor had grown. Biopsy revealed proliferation of
atypical plasma cells with lambda light chain restriction. Serum protein electrophoresis showed reduction of

myoglobin. Flow cytometric analysis showed an increase of abnormal plasma cells with a high proportion of CD38.
Bone marrow examination showed 31% plasmacytoma cells, confirming multiple myeloma in the course
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What's New In?

AGM View is a multithreaded application that allows the user to manipulate/ view molecular structures. It was
originally developed to cope with the millions of structures that are generated daily by our clients as part of their
drug design pipeline. AGM View incorporates a range of features including the following: Creating own GUI
elements Creating and editing 3D molecular model Incorporates packages from Serius to view different types of
structural information Many third-party libraries are provided for viewing 3D molecular structures Contrary to
standard 3D viewers, AGM View stores both geometry and file format. This allows each file to be viewed in both a
standard way (stored in an ordinary window) and in a "programmatic" way (stored in a multiframe window). Using
the "programmatic" mode, the user is able to directly control a multiframe and manipulate the molecules in 3D in
a more intuitive manner. One of the main advantages of the programmatic mode is the fact that it is extremely
fast (several orders of magnitude faster than standard viewers). This is mainly due to the fact that it only displays
geometry and not the structure directly in the frame. The programmatic mode is based on the MMTS (Molecular
Modelling Toolkit System) API, a collection of standard windows, packages and classes that allows the user to
integrate all standard file-viewers (or other file viewer applications) inside AGM View without involving the web-
browser. The AGM View package is divided into three main packages: 1. AGM View 2. AGM View Engine 3. AGM
View Engine Tools AGM View: AGM View is the basic AGM View package. It contains the core functionality required
to display 3D molecular structures. This application is structured in such a way that each package requires no
knowledge of any of the others. The AGM View package is divided into the following modules: AGM View Engine
AGM View Engine Tools AGM View Engine The AGM View Engine is the core engine that displays the 3D molecular
structure. It includes all the geometry related calculations. In this package the following modules are defined: 3D
molecule objects MMTS API MMTS Image API OGD API 3D molecule objects
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP3 Processor: Intel Pentium III 800 MHz CPU or faster Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics:
DirectX 9-compatible VGA card or equivalent Hard Drive: 10 GB available space Recommended: OS: Windows Vista
SP2 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo T9500 2.13 GHz (or faster) or AMD Athlon X2 64 2.4 GHz (or faster) Memory: 2 GB
RAM Graphics: DirectX 9-compatible VGA
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